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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY 

I am interested in the patterns of interaction and behaviour that 
permeate humanity. The last 400 years of recent Southern African 
history – with European ships first rounding the Cape of Good Hope – 
initiated a heightened, accelerated time of cross continental reach, 
colonisation and transformation (much of it profoundly exploitative). 
The global migration of people in the modern era, often through 
slavery, irrevocably altered the world and the people inhabiting it. 
Along with the boons of technology and cross-cultural exchange, 
powerful systems of hegemonic domination and economic suppression 
persist today. And they persist in ways that embody us now, even if 
we tend to be desensitised. Unfolding beauty and cruelty permeates 
us. We are fragmented by it, even as we seek wholeness. 

 

My work attempts to capture these fragments. I am asking how we 
are implicated in a historical unfolding, and how we might be 
transforming it. I work with images that have a deep guttural 
resonance. Images that move me out of my head into my feeling 
centre. From this space, the pieces evolve... tracking an energetic 
process of embodied becoming through difficult inner landscapes. 

 

Robyn Denny’s most recent exhibition, TRACES OF UNTOLD 
STORIES (Berman Contemporary, 2020) explores tension arcs from 
colonial trauma to contemporary renewal, with a haunting video 
installation, video stills, and large ink paintings. It is based on 
Denny’s experiences in the former Portuguese slave colony islands of 
São Tomé and Príncipe (now official biosphere reserves). Denny has 
dedicated proceeds from sales of her limited edition prints to support 
the valuable community work done by ‘Fundação Príncipe’. 

 

Born in South Africa in 1972, Denny is a painter and video artist 
known for her visceral, compelling multi-media installations. She 
majored in painting at Michaelis School of Fine Art, Cape Town, then 
attained a Master of Fine Arts from Goldsmiths College in London, 
where she graduated primarily in video art. Soon after, Denny co-
curated the critically renowned group show, JUNCTURE, in London 
and Cape Town, creating her own video-installation for it – Earth, Air, 
Fire, Water.  

 

In LARGE BLACK INKS, the underground floor of The Hudson building 
was emptied to make way for a cavernous installation of subterranean 
darkness pierced by vaults of light. This series marked the artist’s pull 
towards fully immersive installations.  

 

In 2015, Robyn Denny co-directed a multi-panel film projection with 
Mamela Nyamza: HATCHED 2015. In their collaboration, a proscenium 
arch effect served as a filmic backdrop for Nyamza’s live performance. 
HATCHED 2015 was selected as a video piece at the 2016 LOOP Art 
Fair, Barcelona. In Madrid, Marta Moriarty’s Slowtrack gallery 
reincorporated Nyamza’s live performance. The integration into the 
space of Denny’s paintings completed the installation.  

 

Paintings from Denny’s INDIGO – Passage to Healing were selected 
for AKAA Art Fair Paris, 2017. Another collaboration, the experience 
was heightened by Nyamza’s performance. In 2018, Robyn Denny’s 
solo show, EASTCOAST GOLD, followed at Berman Contemporary, 
again threaded through with Nyamza’s live performance.  

 

Instagram @robyndennyart 

 

Website robyndennyart.com 
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https://instagram.com/robyndennyart?utm_medium=copy_link
https://www.robyndennyart.com/


Solo exhibitions 
2020       TRACES OF UNTOLD STORIES, Berman Contemporary, Curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg, South Africa 
2018  Eastcoast Gold, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg, South Africa 
2016  Hatched 2015, SLOWTRACK Marta Moriarty Gallery, Madrid, Spain 
2016  Hatched 2015, Gallery MOMO, Cape Town, South Africa 
2013  Beasts of Burden, AVA Gallery, Cape Town, South Africa 
2010  Drawings, Studio Exhibition, Cape Town, South Africa 
2007  Large Black Inks, Hudson Building, Cape Town, South Africa 
 
Group Exhibitions 
2021  ANNUAL WINTER SHOW, Berman Contemporary, curated by Morgan Kunhardt, Johannesburg 
2020  ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, Berman Contemporary, curated by Els van Mourik, Johannesburg 
2018  ReGroup, Michaelis Alumni, Gallery 196 Victoria, Cape Town, South Africa 
2014  Beasts of Burden, Sulger-Buel Lovell Gallery, Cape Town, South Africa 
2013  Beasts of Burden, Sulger-Buel Lovell Gallery, Cape Town, South Africa 
2001  Juncture, Studio Voltaire, London, United Kingdom 
2001  Juncture, The Granary, Cape Town, South Africa 
2000  Assembly, Royal College & Goldsmith’s College, London, United Kingdom 
 
Art Fairs 
2017  Indigo - Passage to Healing, AKAA Art Fair, Berman Contemporary, Paris, France 
2016  Hatched 2015, LOOP Video Art Fair, Gallery MOMO, Barcelona, Spain 
 
Publications 
2020  Visual artist Robyn Denny excavating hidden colonial histories, Edward Tsumele, City Life Arts 
2020  Black Milk of Daybreak’ by Ashraf Jamal, essays of art, Strange Cargo 
2018  Fragments of History by Amy Gibbings, Art Africa Magazine 
2018  Human Ocean by Ashraf Jamal, Catalogue Eastcoast Gold, Berman Contemporary 
2017  Indigo Africa by Ashraf Jamal, Art Africa Magazine 
2017  Blue by Ashraf Jamal, Catalogue Indigo – Passage to Healing, Berman Contemporary 
2017  Indigo – Passage to Healing, Creative Feel Magazine 
2016  Hatched 2015 A Journey into the Heart of South Africa by Alex Phillips, Looking for Drama  
2001  Juncture by Kathryn Smith, Flash Art Magazine 
2001  Art at the Crossroads by Kathryn Smith, Mail & Guardian newspaper 
2001  Bold input to stretch our canvas by Lloyd Pollak, Cape Times newspaper 
 
Video 
2020       Song for the Ruins, film 3’56” (looped) 
2016  Hatched 2015, 3 screen film, 9'12" (looped) 
2003  Both, 2 screen video 3’29” (looped) 
2002  Green Mandala, film 12” 
2002  Hotel, film 1’0” 
2002  Web, film 3’26” 
2002  Pebbles, film 2’20” 
2001  Earth, Air Fire and Water, 4 screen video 4’27” (looped) 
2000  The Bacchae, video 3’06” 
2000  Black and Blue, 2 screen video 3’42” 
 
Gallery Videos 
2018  Eastcoast Gold video 
2017  INDIGO Passage to Healing video 
 
Curatorial Projects 
2001  Co-curated JUNCTURE, London and Cape Town, South Africa 
 
Awards 
2021  Award Winner New Delhi Film Festival  
2020  Official selection Jaipur International Film Festival (short film category)  
2002  Official selection Palm Springs & Durban International Film Festivals 
1997  Irma Stern Scholarship History of Art Honours 
 
Education 
2002  Diploma in Film Making: The New York Film Academy, London 
2000  Master of Arts in Fine Arts: Goldsmiths College, University of London 
1997  Honours in History of Art: University of Cape Town  
1994  Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts: Michaelis, University of Cape Town 
 

ARTIST RESUME 
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https://citylifearts.co.za/visual-artist-robyn-denny-excavating-hidden-colonial-histories/
https://citylifearts.co.za/visual-artist-robyn-denny-excavating-hidden-colonial-histories/
https://citylifearts.co.za/visual-artist-robyn-denny-excavating-hidden-colonial-histories/
https://artafricamagazine.org/fragments-ofahistory-robyn-denny-mamela-nyamza-eastcoast-gold-berman-contemporary/
https://artafricamagazine.org/fragments-ofahistory-robyn-denny-mamela-nyamza-eastcoast-gold-berman-contemporary/
https://artafricamagazine.org/fragments-ofahistory-robyn-denny-mamela-nyamza-eastcoast-gold-berman-contemporary/
https://creativefeel.co.za/2017/12/indigo-passage-to-healing/
https://creativefeel.co.za/2017/12/indigo-passage-to-healing/
https://creativefeel.co.za/2017/12/indigo-passage-to-healing/
https://creativefeel.co.za/2017/12/indigo-passage-to-healing/
https://lookingfordrama.com/2016/06/3608/


TRACES OF UNTOLD STORIES | 2020 

Growing up in Durban, sugar plantations surrounded me – it was their lush fecundity which first drew me in. 
Yet over time, a guttural unease emerged with the knowledge of how such plantations had come into being 
through indentured labour. This challenge to my uncomplicated appreciation of colonial cash crops has 
informed the basis for my current work – Traces of Untold Stories – which is set some 4000 kilometers north-
west of my childhood home.  
 
Returning to film the chocolate plantation ruins of Príncipe, a tiny island off the western equatorial coast of 
Africa, was a process of listening to these spaces with my whole nervous system. Standing in the ruins of 
Roça Sundy, I ‘heard’ slave bells ringing. Rail tracks squealing under freight-loads of cacao destined for world 
markets. And the markings on the worn, dry, old buildings appeared as stains and scars, remnants of 
collective memory and loss. 
 
Nowadays in Príncipe, untended ferns, cacao trees, palms and mosses wetly devour the ruins, returning them 
to the forest. Nature dominates. She emerges as a protagonist finally revered and protected. The whole island 
is orientated towards preserving her jewel, tending to her restoration as a pristine ecological bioshpere. 
 
My film –‘Song for the Ruins’ – along with the Roça series of ink paintings arose from this visible, visceral, 
tension between trauma and renewal.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | TRACES OF UNTOLD STORIES | ROBYN DENNY | 2020 
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Roça I, 2020 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

250 x 150cm 

 

 

Roça III, 2020 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

250 x 150cm 
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BERMAN CONTEMPORARY | TRACES OF UNTOLD STORIES | ROBYN DENNY| EXHIBITION CATALOGUE | 2020 



Film Still XI ‘Song for the Ruins’, 2020 

Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 

30 x 22.5cm  

Framed size 51 x 43.5 x 3.5cm  

Edition of 5 + 1 AP 

 

Film Still I ‘Song for the Ruins’, 2020 

Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 

30 x 22.5cm  

Framed size 51 x 43.5 x 3.5cm  

Edition of 5 + 1 AP 

 

Film Still IX ‘Song for the Ruins’, 2020 

Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 

30 x 22.5cm  

Framed size 51 x 43.5 x 3.5cm  

Edition of 5 + 1 AP 

 

Film Still VI ‘Song for the Ruins’, 2020 

Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 

30 x 22.5cm  

Framed size 51 x 43.5 x 3.5cm  

Edition of 5 + 1 AP 
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Song for the Ruins, 2020 

Video Installation  

Length 3:56 minutes  

Edition of 5 

 

 



Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

  

Caialoco kombunda wilite 

Mameto dotunga 

  

N´docu kambeca docupama n´go luzendo 

Kambepo eie wakemba ko, wakemba ko memé 

  

Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

  

Cucuame ko, cucuame ko 

Cumbi waca teca 

  

Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

Eia eh eh eh eh memé 

   

  

 Imbundo creole (from Angola) 

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

  

Ladies and gentlemen of this land 

Futility made me abuse 

  

I invite them and with two dimes  

I cheat them, cheat them, mama 

  

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

  

Do not copy them, do not copy them 

So that you too don´t get lost 

  

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

Eiah eh eh eh eh mama 

SONG FOR THE RUINS   

Translation by Luís Amoço & Fernando Bragança 
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RESEARCH PROJECT | INDIAN OCEAN | 2018 - 2022 

Sugarcane, 2019 

Ink on paper 

250 x 150cm 

Feelings of entrapment and entanglement in my Natal childhood emerged amidst an abundance of wild bananas 

and sugarcane fields. This fecundity of Durban foliage, particularly the tall, wild and tangled sugarcane stalks drew 

me in. Yet over time, a guttural unease emerged with the knowledge of how such plantations came into being 

through exploitative and extractive practices. Later, during heady trips in my teens across the Indian Ocean to the 

coastal havens of Mauritius, I learned that the sugar estates there were part of the same inhumane system, of 

Indian indentured labour that serviced the South African sugar industry. 

 

The sea as an element always unsettles me, with its ceaseless restlessness. Born near the harbour of Durban, I 

watched ships moving people and things in and out of this humid port city. At this present juncture in history, the 

global oceanic trade in consumer goods is more insatiable than ever. Under the centuries old web of sea-faring 

routes is obscured the trauma of the slave economies – humans are still trafficked by sea. 

 

These are scarred landscapes, linked by a glimmering Indian ocean. The historical energies rising to their surfaces 

speak of memory and loss. The currents of tension between trauma and renewal move through our living history, 

like hot wind.  
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Natal Wild Banana III, 2019 

Ink on paper 

147 x 115cm 

Natal Wild Banana II, 2019 

Ink on paper 

147 x 115cm 
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DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHS | RESEARCH PROJECT | INDIAN OCEAN | ROBYN DENNY | 2018 - 2022  



INDIGO | 2016 - 2017 

The INDIGO – Passage to Healing body of work represents a bold new de-colonial discourse exploring HEALING 

through painting and performance, closely connecting the themes to the historic Indigo dye that runs through a 

hidden narrative in African history, soaking it in untold stories of the mass enslavement of Africans, and a 

disconnected heritage in which bodies were traded for cloth. Ending Invisibility & Women’s Bodies Edited Out of 

History. 

 

In a review of the work, leading author, art critic and editor Ashraf Jamal says “Robyn Denny and Mamela 

Nyamza’s Indigo Africa, an installation and performance – presented at AKAA –  tracks the history of empire, 

and, in concert with that history of ideological domination and material extraction, the oppression of women.”  

 

In the large-scale canvases Denny explores the natural pigment indigo through its complex history of tumultuous 

trade. At once the colour of royalty and oppression, a piece of indigo cloth was traded for a slave life in colonised 

Africa. Indigo profits built the Vlisco empire, while Vlisco itself contributed to what scholars call the “African Print” 

hoax.  

 

Focal points for Denny are the Dahomey Amazons who wore indigo, and the economically voracious interface of 

the Dutch with the pigment in West Africa. Mesmeric layers emerge in a series soaked in the history of this deep 

hue – Denny has ground and liquefied the processed leaves of the Indigofera tinctoria plant for the works. 

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | INDIGO | ROBYN DENNY & MAMELA NYAMZA | AKAA FAIR – PARIS | 2017  
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Mamela Map, 2016 

Indigo Pigment and Acrylic on Canvas 

300 x 150cm 

Dahomey Warrior, 2016 

Indigo Pigment  and Acrylic on Canvas 

300 x 150cm 
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPHS | INDIGO | ROBYN DENNY AND MAMELA NYAMZA | AKAA FAIR – PARIS | 2017  



HATCHED | 2014 - 2016 

A riveting encounter with Nyamza’s critically acclaimed, autobiographical, tour-de-force  dance performance – 
Hatched – sparked in Denny, the idea for an enduring cross-disciplinary collaboration with this renowned performing 
artist from Gugulethu. 
 
For Denny and Nyamza, complex ties to their late mothers, and an appreciation for the phoenix-like capacity of 
women’s bodies to alchemise the base metal of patriarchy, formed the basis for their creative synergy. 
 
The immersive experience of this series paired Denny’s richly dynamic inks with Nyamza’s performance in their 
collaborative film. 

Emerge II, 2015 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

75 x 94cm 

Tilt, 2014 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

30.5 x 50cm 
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Twist II, 2014 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

90 x 70cm 
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DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPH | HATCHED | ROBYN DENNY | 2014 - 2016  
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FILM STILLS | HATCHED  2015 | FILM AND COLLABORATIVE PERFORMANCE | ROBYN DENNY | 2016  

HATCHED 2015 | FILM AND COLLABORATIVE PERFORMANCE | 2016 

The film link is on vimeo https://vimeo.com/user49866199   
and on my website: http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/  

Co-Directing artists Robyn Denny and Mamela Nyamza have fused video and performance across 3 screens in 

‘Hatched 2015’, distilling and emphasising 3 major motifs from Nyamza’s ‘Hatched’ dance cycle: becoming, 

agitation and revelation. In a singular act of courage and bold expression two artists aligned their passion for 

interrogating presentations of the female body yielding a visceral high-wire of human emotion and movement. 

https://vimeo.com/user49866199
http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/
http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/
http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/
http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/
http://www.robyndennyart.com/2015/04/29/hatched-2015-2016/
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FILM STILLS | HATCHED 2015 | FILM AND COLLABORATIVE PERFORMANCE | ROBYN DENNY | 2016  



LARGE BLACK INKS | 2007 

 

The solo exhibition of Large Black Inks marked the artist’s return to painting. The underground floor of The 

Hudson building was emptied to make way for a cavernous installation where subterranean darkness was pierced 

by vaults of light. These spot-lights illuminated the film-screen scale paintings. In some of the purely abstract 

pieces, we see kelp-like oppressive environments emerge as well as wave-like movements.  

 

In other more figurative works, we see a recurring bird motif. Oscillating between stark, skulking ravens and 

injured fragile types, the birds are totemic in scale yet bleak in their pathos. The immediacy of the black ink on 

paper is exacerbated by the rough, rapid strokes and saturated, heavily-worked surfaces. Large Black Inks pre-

figured further installations which came to fuse elements of lighting, film, painting and performance. 

 

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPHS | OPENING NIGHT HUDSON BUILDING | ROBYN DENNY | CAPE TOWN | 2007 
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Large Black Ink II, 2007 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

275 x 175cm 
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Large Black Ink I, 2007 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

275 x 175cm 

Large Black Ink V, 2007 

Ink on Cotton Paper 

275 x 175cm 
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing 

understanding of the cultural richness and diversity of 

South African contemporary art. The gallery’s collection 

centres on a vibrant group of artists living and working in 

South Africa. 

 

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to 

artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes 

celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give 

voice to their complex societal realities, evoking an active 

and interpretative experience for the viewer. 

 

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the 

work created by these local artists. The gallery further aims 

to establish a synergistic network between South African 

artists and their global contemporaries, many of whom 

evidently want to engage with the current South African art 

scene – not only as observers, but as active analysts, 

experimenters and contributors within this context and with 

this specific audience in mind.  



f f f 

https://www.facebook.com/BermanContemporary
https://www.instagram.com/bermancontemporary/
https://www.artsy.net/berman-contemporary
https://www.facebook.com/BermanContemporary
https://www.instagram.com/bermancontemporary/
https://www.artsy.net/berman-contemporary
https://bermancontemporary.com/
mailto:gallery@bermancontemporary.co.za?subject=Natalie Field Artist Portfolio 

